OPENdynamics
The revolution
goes on.

Energy savings of up to 70%
Patented control of air-conditioning
and ventilation systems
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Enhanced comfort in buildings
Cost control system for
increasing eﬃciency
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OPENdynamics
OPEN
Highest comfort, maximum energy eﬃciency.
Saving energy with increased comfort
OPENdynamics creates the ideal environment for people, machines and exhibits. Your state-of-theart room ventilation system works perfectly together with the patented* DEOS room ventilation
controller, creating a productive room climate with maximum energy eﬃciency.

Comfort for people
OPENdynamics works quietly in the background, minimizes fan noise levels, considerably reduces
drafts and always ﬁnds the ideal energy mix (operating point) for a comfortable room climate.

Reduced costs in all buildings
OPENdynamics dynamically regulates the ventilation according to the room situation and is thus
always based on actual requirements. This minimizes your energy costs in the building.
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* Patent number DE 10 2009 016 418

OPENdynamics is the further development of the building management systems (BMS). The integrated cost overview in real time creates a completely new cost control system (CCS).
In conjunction with other DEOS solution components, such as the energy management system
(OPENenergy) or the powerful DDC platform (OPEN EMS), individual requirements and building
structures are easily mapped.

+

OPENdynamics - Advantages at a glance








Total energy savings of up to 70% can be achieved
Signiﬁcant visitor and user satisfaction as well as enhanced comfort
Short amortization periods compared to conventional solutions
Reduced noise level thanks to adjusted ventilation
High cost transparency through unique new cost control system (CCS)
Ideal for new buildings or converting existing buildings during ongoing operation
Customized adaption to the existing building environment
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OPENdynamics
OPEN
Transparently controls your ventilation system.
Optimized operation
OPENdynamics improves well-being and thus positively aﬀects the productivity of the people in the
building. It can also increase the number of building visitors, which has a positive impact on your
business.

The intelligent control system continuously logs all relevant operating parameters from the temperature, humidity as well as the CO2 concentration in the room and calculates the most cost-eﬀective
operating point of your ventilation system. OPENdynamics thus considerably reduces energy costs.
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Graphical User Interface
The graphical user interface creates the visual representation of your building structure:

Display of your individual building structure

Various display levels – building, room
and zones

Room situation display in real time

Easy adjustment and conﬁguration

Information
It has been scientiﬁcally proven that a good indoor air climate is one of the most important
factors driving productivity. The sick building syndrome (SBS), a building-related illness, plays an
increasing role in the working world. According to expert estimates, up to
30% of oﬃce workers suﬀer from SBS in industrial countries. The resulting
economic loss runs into billions.
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OPENdynamics
OPEN
Minimizes your energy consumption.
Always in balance
OPENdynamics is based on a patented control strategy. It can operate with virtually any kind of air
supply into the room.
OPENdynamics adjusts to the individual requirements of your building, conditioning and supplying
air according to demands. The ventilation control determines the ideal mix of cost eﬃciency in the
air-conditioning and well-being for users.

+

The open system platform protects your investment
OPENdynamics can be enabled on all DEOS controllers (DDC) of the OPEN EMS product line.
Upgrades for complex building structures or increased user requirements are possible at any time.
Existing volume ﬂow controllers and air dampers as well as temperature and CO2 concentration
sensors can still be used for OPENdynamics.
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Fuzzy control unit
The DEOS control unit employs fuzzy technology to incorporate human feelings, such as "too warm" or "too
cold", into the room air control.
The opening degree (in percent) of the air dampers in
the room is based on the temperature, humidity and
CO2 concentration requirements. The straightforward
graphic dynamically visualizes the actual status of the
room requirements.
The system balances the requirements and individually
and dynamically calculates the ventilation system control for each room.

Patented DEOS control
OPENdynamics employs the principle of unsteady room ventilation while exploiting the reduced air
ﬂow. This increases the ventilation eﬃciency in terms of supply air and extract air and optimizes
the energy for mixing the air.

Conclusion
As a result, OPENdynamics achieves a massive reduction in the air movements (volume ﬂow
control) in your rooms and zones - ensuring good air quality tailored to your needs – with
maximum cost transparency thanks to the innovative cost control system (CCS).
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OPENdynamics
OPEN
Oﬀers major advantages for your building.
Versatile deployment
In addition to schools/universities, production halls, sports halls and shopping centers etc., the
patented DEOS control and its demand-driven air-conditioning are used in swimming pools, oﬃce
buildings and museums:

For swimming pools
 Reduced drafts
 Reduced energy costs
 Building protection thanks to reduced
condensation
 Reduced chlorine smell and evaporation
of pool water
 Increased visitor satisfaction keeps visitors
staying longer and boosts your revenue
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For oﬃce buildings
 Ideal mix of comfort, costs and energy
eﬃciency
 Fast response to load and environmental
changes
 Mapping of user proﬁles
 For complex building structures
 Increased satisfaction and productivity
of your employees

For museums
 Satisﬁes insurance requirements and
veriﬁcation obligations
 Protects exhibits with a stable indoor
climate
 Energy savings through demand-driven
air-conditioning according to the number
of visitors

Information
OPENdynamics is suitable for a wide range of building types and applications. Thanks to the
reduced installation times, this system can be quickly and ideally used for new buildings and
modernizations.
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OPENdynamics
OPEN
Makes your building intelligent.
Beneﬁt from the advantages
OPENdynamics uses the system openness of the DEOS OPEN EMS platform (controller and IO
modules) and is seamlessly integrated into the DEOS overall concept for intelligent buildings.
OPENdynamics is part of the intelligent building solutions of DEOS AG
OPENdynamics is perfectly matched to the web-based BACnet building management systems
software OPENweb
OPENdynamics is ideally supplemented with the energy management software OPENenergy as
well as other energy consultation services of DEOS AG
Your investment is protected by the powerful (DDC) OPEN EMS controller product line with a wide range
of protocol and bus connections

Information
OPENdynamics is a versatile system in the comprehensive solution of your
building automation. It beneﬁts operators, technicians and building users
alike.
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Eﬃciency solutions for enhanced comfort
OPENweb
OPENdynamics
OPENenergy
Cloud Solutions
OPEN EMS

 Web-based BACnet BMS
 Access via smartphones, tablets or PC

 Enhanced comfort
 Cost transparency
 Patented control

 Energy Management
 Customized reports

 Central BMS Cloud Solutions
 Secure location networking
 Create economic beneﬁts

 Freely programmable BACnet controller
 Easy system integration
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Dynamic energy eﬃciency
saving energy with increased comfort.

DEOS AG is a technology leader and innovator for building automation. We have
been developing and distributing intelligent and comprehensive Digital Energy
Optimization Systems for building automation that strike the perfect balance
between comfort, energy eﬃciency and cost transparency for more than 50 years.

Address

Contact

DEOS AG
Birkenallee 76
48432 Rheine
Germany

+49 5971 91133-0
+49 5971 91133-2999
info@deos-ag.com
www.deos-ag.com

Find more information about
your local distributor on our
website www.deos-ag.com.

